Wobble Disc Roller
For use with UNIfloc A 1/2, A 10 and A 11

Your benefits:
- Longer lifetime
- Reliable production process through excellent stability
- Right tuft size to optimise transportation and cleaning
- Unique take-off roller to replace all previous ones in UNIfloc A 1/2, A 10 and A 11

Wobble Disc Roller
A take-off roller for optimal tuft formation
**Wobble Disc Roller**

For use with UNIfloc A 1/2, A 10 and A 11

Designed for both natural and man-made fibres, the wobble disc roller ensures gentle take-off and optimal preparation of the raw material for the subsequent process.

**LONGER LIFETIME**

The take-off roller consists of 29 or 39 wobble discs made of 5 mm hardened stainless steel. The individual discs are welded onto a seamless precision tube leading to higher lifetime.

**RELIABLE PRODUCTION PROCESS**

The discs are evenly and helically arranged which improves the precision and reduces vibrations. Consequently, the risk of blockage between the grid and the toothed disc is minimised. This results in a more reliable production process as well as a maximisation of production output.

**OPTIMUM TRANSPORTATION AND CLEANING**

In order to reach efficient cleaning of the natural fibres while optimising transportation, the right tuft size is required. Thanks to the special arrangement of the teeth on the wobble disc roller, the ideal tuft size is achieved. Consequently, trash, dirt and dust can gently be removed at the very beginning of the cleaning process. Besides, the optimised tuft size will prevent the fibres from being stressed during transportation.

**ASSEMBLY**

The conversion can be carried out by any qualified company mechanic. However, we recommend that a Rieter service engineer carries out the first conversion. The fitting time is approximately 1 working day per machine.

**NECESSARY ORDERING DETAILS**

For order processing, the following information is required:
- Type of machine
- Year of construction
- Machine number and serial number
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